GREEN BUSINESS CERTIFICATION PROGRAM
Continuous Improvement and Performance Measurement
Overview
Going through and implementing a series of actions from a checklist is a great first step in the
journey to sustainability—but it is only a first step! If you don’t set meaningful goals for the future
and evaluate progress over time, your initial efforts will
mean nothing. Worse than wasting time, allowing your
S.M.A.R.T. Goals
program to falter sends the wrong message to your
stakeholders.
Project managers often use the
pneumonic “S.M.A.R.T.” to guide the
A strong Continuous Improvement Plan (CIP) integrated with
development of their goals. Try it!
tailored sustainability metrics will allow you to prioritize
actions, monitor and evaluate your progress, and make
pecific – Make your goals as specific
necessary changes. It helps to ensure you efficiently and
as possible. This will help ensure
effectively manage your valuable resources.
everyone understands and can unite

S

toward achieving those goals.

Step by Step Implementation Instructions
There is little mystery to developing a good CIP.
1. Mission & Principles: As with all important documents
that support your sustainability efforts, you should
begin with your sustainability principles, based on your
mission and values. With these fundamental beliefs in
mind, honestly examine your business’ environmental
impact and how sustainability can be integrated into
your corporate mission. This will lay the foundation for
setting sustainability goals that align with your strategic
business priorities.
2. Goals: Start with the end in mind. Regardless of the
certification program you have chosen, examine the
checklist of actions to see which things are most
important to your mission. While you should know
where you want to go in each area, you want to target 3
to 5 specific goals that matter most to your current
business plan. As with any initiative, setting goals that
fit within your overall business strategy improves your

Measureable – Strong metrics help
you track progress over time, allowing
you to assess progress and adjust your
implementation plan based on real
data.

Attainable – Select aspirational goals
that you have the capacity to achieve.
As you reach these goals, they will
invigorate your team to reach even
further.

Relevant – Make sure your goals
align with your vision of a sustainable
future.

Time-bound – Setting deadlines for
completion that align with your
reporting processes will support your
efforts toward continuous
improvement.
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chances of success, because:
 Actions that align strategic goals get done because they clearly matter, while irrelevant ones
get pushed aside for a time when things die down (HAH!).
 “While you’re at it” may cost a bundle when remodeling your space, but not when it comes
to business strategy. Working on parallel actions may present opportunities for leveraging
resources to yield exponential returns.
 Your staff will understand what you want and more readily join in the efforts
Let’s consider the example of a document intensive company, such as an accounting firm.
Choosing the twin goals, G1 and G2, of reducing paper use by 50% and transitioning to 100%
recycled content paper within two years makes great sense given issues of both cost and
environmental impact – reducing paper use saves money which can then be used to purchase
the usually-more- expensive 100% recycled content paper. See Figure 1 below.

Figure 1 Indicators should reflect and indicate the extent to which you are reaching your goals.

3. Accountability: With strategic goals in place, senior management will want to evaluate
organizational capacity to execute an implementation plan. In addition to allocating funds, this
involves delegating responsibility to a specific manager or staff member. Setting a formal
timeline for completion and assigning responsibility for planned strategies will ensure your
progress stays on track.
4. Strategies/Actions: After setting your goals and delegating authority, determine what strategies
and actions will help you reach those goals. For G1 and G2 in the paper example, one of your
strategies could be to reduce the number and size of your mailings. Another could be to reduce
the number of pages in your training manual. See Figure 2 on the next page.
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Figure 2 List each strategy you plan to implement in order to advance your goals – setting a target completion date and designating the
person responsible for each task.

5. Sustainability Metrics – For each goal and associated strategies/actions, determine what data
you need in order to gauge the success of your sustainability efforts. By observing the trend of a
metric, you’ll get a good sense of whether you’re making progress toward your goals.
Again, in our paper use and reduction example, the primary sustainability metrics might be
Savings Resulting from Paper Reduction and Reams of Paper Purchased (Virgin, 30% Recycled
Content, 100% Recycled Content). See Figure 3 on the next page.
Ideally a metric is:
 Relevant – Relates to the specific goal.
 Reliable – Based on trustworthy data, which you can gather regularly over time.
 Understandable – Means something to those that are enacting your plan.
 Directional – Shows an obvious improvement or decline.
 Enduring – Provides information over the long-term.
 Systemic – Provides information on how the specific goal fits within your strategic plan.
 Responsive – Shows improvement or decline that is consistent with current reality.
Select appropriate intervals for tracking these metrics. Ideally, the interval coincides with an
activity or report. For instance, tracking utility data monthly makes sense if that is your billing
cycle. Or commuting trends may be tracked yearly to correspond with an annual survey.
It is also useful to think of types of metrics that measure different types of activities:
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Process – Measure how well you are running your activities (e.g. # of green team meetings,
volunteer events).
Performance – Records outcomes or results of initiatives (e.g. lbs. of waste diverted, reams
of paper used, etc.)

Figure 3 These charts track both metrics listed in Goals G1 and G2 above. The chart on top is for input of three indicators for paper reams on a
monthly basis: number, cost, and percent of recycled content. The numbers from the top chart automatically display as results in the graph
below.

Click here for a Menu of Sustainability Metrics from which you can choose. Or, create your own
that are specific to your unique circumstance.
Over time, good metrics will provide valuable feedback on your performance. They will show
you the strength of the processes you have in place so you can make incremental improvements
in real time. Finally, they provide clear data you can share with decision-makers and
stakeholders to demonstrate your sustainability progress.
6. Baseline Assessment: Once you have defined your metrics, you’re ready to begin collecting data.
Taking a baseline reading—assessing where things stand in relationship to each goal—helps you
understand the gap in your performance and helps delineate your plan of action.
7. Monitor & Measure: As time progresses, you need to periodically evaluate the efficacy of your
plan—relative to stated goals as well as your ideal vision of the future.
8. Adjust: If your metrics are not going the way you want them to, don’t “wait for the ink to dry!”
Making adjustments to your plan in real time will help you avoid problems and seize
opportunities when they present themselves.
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Build on Your Success! Keep the Process Going
1. Record: Designate specific people to maintain the CIP log and Sustainability Metrics. As you
execute your plan, make note of your successes and challenges and regularly record milestone
implementation steps. Below, in Figure 4, is what your paper example goals, G1 and G2, might
look like in your CIP at the end of Year One.

Figure 4 Notice that specific individuals are accountable for managing and implementing each strategy; very basic updates in the
Status/Notes section have been entered; and a new strategy – “Transition to electric billing”—has been added.
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2. Update: Periodically, at least annually, convene your Green Team to reevaluate the goals,
metrics, and strategies. Adjust procedures and sustainability metrics as needed. Add new goals,
if appropriate. Be sure your milestone actions from the previous year have been recorded. Click
here to see an example of what a full CIP might look like after three years of implementation.
3.

Recertify: Although you are not required to submit your CIP annually, recertification is
premised on continuous improvement. At the end of three years, when it is time to recertify
your business, you will be required to submit your CIP log and Metrics that reflect three years
of implementation, along with a new application.

4. Remember, sustainability is a journey! By utilizing a CIP and sustainability metrics, you’re
positioning your company to improve its performance constantly, even if incrementally.
Collecting and analyzing meaningful data will help you stay on course, save money and help you
tell your sustainability story to your clients and employees. We look forward to seeing your
progress during your recertification process!

Resources
1. Blank CIP template: Basic tool for charting continuous improvement. This is only a guide. Feel
free to create your own tracking tool or utilize others such as the Global Reporting Initiative, B
Impact Assessment, etc.
2. Pre-developed Sustainability Metric s: Use as is, adapt to your own needs, or develop your own.
3. Sample CIP with Related Metrics: Color coded CIP logs, including Initial-at time of Certification,
After One Year, After Two Years, After Three Years as well as Sustainability Metrics specifically
related to the Sample CIP.
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